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NEBRASKA WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH INSTITUTE
212 AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING BUILDING
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 68503
WATER RESOURCES NEWS
~
Volume 2 Number 1 January 1970
IMPLErI!ENTATIO~T OF LEGISLATIVE BILL LB57
(From Special Reports Series 2, Nebraska Soil
and Water Conservation Commission)
The Nebraska Soil and Fater Conservation Commission has
the responsibility of determining the exact number and boundaries
of the natural resource districts. The deadline for getting
the job done is September 1, 1970. Their plan for accomplish-
ing this has been put into motion. Two main efforts are being
put forth to completely comply with the law. The first phase
is to consult with agencies of this state and the United States.
The second phase 1s to consult v1ith the supervisors and directors
of local SUb-divisions hein~ affected by the legislation.
The first phase is complete. The Task Force of technical
agency representatives has met several times and is ready to
present a state map ahow l ng the delineations they would recommend.
The second phase, meetln~ ~ith the local people, will be~in with
a series of eight area meetings. These will be followed by a
round of meetings where the Commission uill consult with smaller
groups to get their recommendations.
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONP'lENTAL QUALITY ESTABLISHED
On New Year's Day President Nixon si~ned into law legisla-
tion creating a White House Council on Environmental Quality.
"The 1970' s absolutely must be the years when America pays its
dept to the past by reclaiminf the purity of its air, its
vrat e r-s and our living environment, II the President said. lilt
is literally n01.'1 or never."
The President had previously established a Cabinet-level
Environmental Quality Council, which might be absorbed by the
new agency, and a Citizens' Advisory Committee on Environmental
Quality. There is also a bill Dending before a House-Senate
conference committee that would set up a White House Office
of Environmental Quality.
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USER CHARGES SUGGESTED FOR FLOOD CONTROL AND NAVIGATION
Ellis L. Armstron~, commissioner of the Bureau of Reclama-
tion, unexpectedly endorsed waterway user charges in a speech
last month hefore the Upper Missouri 1'!ater Users Assn. at
Huron, South Dakota. Mr. Armstronp took note of the reimbursable
aspec ts 0 f reclamat ion programs, addinp:: .1 [Some o e op Le ] are
challenging the non-reimbursability of flood control and naviga-
tion projects. Frankly, I find it a little difficult to accept
the proposition that you can identify and collect the benefits
of water resource development to the south forty of John Doe's
farmland and holdings near Aberdeen, but cannot do so for the
property owner behind the flood control levees at St. Louis,
or for the frei~ht bar~e operatinv in the 9-foot navipation
channel maintained for its use at Omaha. ll
APPLIED ~1ATHm·1ATICAL PROGRAw~ING IN HATER RESOURCES
PRESENTED BY:
DATE:
LOCATION:
OBJECTIVE:
.- ; I.· -, :-.
AUDIENCE:
The Neb r-a s.ka Hater Resources Pesearch Institute,
the Denartment of Civil En~ineering, and the
Department of A~ricultural Engineerin~.
July 26 to August 7, 1970
The ~ebraska Center, University of Nebraska,
Lincoln, Nebraska 68503
To prOVide in-depth training in the application of
mathematical programming techniques to the analysis;
design, operation, and planning of water resources
systems. Anproximately three full days will be
devoted to each of the following topics: Linear
Propramminv, Non-linear and Dynamic Programming,
and Simulation. The course will be organized to
present the basic theory underlying each of these
apnroaches, and then fully develop the use of the
approach with valid examples of applications to
realistic water resources problems. Primary
emphasis will be given to anplication.
Persons engaged in professional activities in
I'later Resources Planning, Design of Hater Resources
Svstems, l'later Resources Education, and the Opera-
tion of Water Resources Systems, will find this
propra~ of benefit. Previous knowledge of mathe-
matical nrogramminp techniques is not a prerequisite
Particinants should have a bachelor's degree in
enrineering, science or equivalent.
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MANNER OF PRESENTATION:
The course will include a series of lectures with
opportunities for discussion and individual work.
The University Comnuter Center will be available
to participants. Informal eveninv workshops will
be arranged on the basis of need and interest.
PEE:
STAFF:
JHli'ORMATIOl\J:
HOUSING:
COURSE OUTLINE:
$320 per person plus room and board before July 15
and $350 thereafter. Please note that in order to
provide adequate opportunities for use of computer
facilities and for more efficient instruction,
the attendance will be limited. Early enrollment
is urred.
Dr. Warren A. Hall, Director Dry-Land Research
Institute, University of California, Currently
Chairman of the Committee on Water Resources
of the O.S.T.
Dr. Daniel P. Loucks, Assistant Professor of Civil
Enfineerinr, Cornell University.
Dr. Jon C. Liebman, Associate Professor of Environ-
mental Engineering, Johns Hopkins University.
Dr. Prank E. Perkins, Associate Professor of Civil
Engineerinf, M.I.T.
Dr. Benjamin C. Dysart III, Assistant Professor
of Environmental Systems Engineerin~, Clemson
Universitv.
Dr. Donald M. Edwards, Associate Professor of Agri-
cultural En~ine~ring, University of Nebraska.
Dr. Parren "iessman, Jr., Director, Neb r-as ka Fater
Resources Research Institute.
Por additional information, please write to:
Dr. warren Viessman, Jr., Director
Neb r a s k a Hater Resources Research Inst.
University of Nebraska
212 Agricultural Engineerin~
Lincoln, Nebraska 68503
Telephone, ~02-~72-3307
Excellent accomodations are available in the
Nehraska Center where the conference will be held.
All rooms are air conditioned and hotel services
are avaLLab Le •
Sunday, JUly 26 - Pepistration
THE NATlTRE OF j,TA.TFR RESOURCE ,SY,~TEMS
Monday, July 27
Mornin~ - Characteristics of Water Resource Systems - Hall
Afternoon - r1athematical Programming as a Tool in the Analysis
of l'!ater Resource Systems - Hall
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LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Tuesday, July 28
Morning - Linear Programmin~ Theorv - Viessman
Afternoon - Basic Concents and Solution Techniques - Loucks
Hednesday, July 29
Morning - Deterministic River Basin ffodels - Lou ck s
Afternoon - Determini st ic Hater 0;uali t y rn-ode 1s .- Loucks
Thursday, July 30
Mornin~ - Stochastic Operatinr Policy Models - Loucks
Afternoon - Stochastic Design Models - Loucks
~O~-LINEAR AND DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
Friday, July 31
~~orning - !,Ton-linear Pr-or-r-amml nc , Integer Pr-ogr-arnrn tnr- -
Liebman
Afternoon - Introduction to Dyna:'lic Prop:ramminp: - Liebman
Saturday, August 1
Tour of Salt Valley Uatershed and Barbecue
Monday, August 3
~7orning - Dynamic Programrnjng, Design and Operation of
l'!astewater '1'reatment Systems - Dysart
Afternoon - Reservoir Onerations by Dynamic Programminp:
(temnorallv and spatially separated stages) comple-
mentary and comnetitlve multiple purposes and
users) - Dvs art
Tuesday, August 4
Mornin~ - River Basin Hater Quality Planning and Management
by Dynamic Programmin~ - Dysart
Afternoon - Stochastic Dynamic Prop:ramminr - Dysart
SIMULATION
Uednesday, August 5
Morning - Theory of Simulation - Edwards
Afternoon - Model Construction - General Considerations,
Black Box Models - Perkins
Thursday, August 6
Morning - Deterministic Structure - Imitatinp: Models,
Oneratins Rules and Model Operation - Perkins
Afternoon - Probahilistic Models - Perkins
Evenin~ - Banquet
Friday, August 7
Morning - Computer Programminr Considerations, Simulation
.'Is. nathematical Programming - Perkins
Conference Criti~ue - Staff
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MSF SEEKS PROPOS~LS FOR RESEARCH ON SOCIAL PROBLEMS
The National Science Foundation, in addition to formally
announcing the establishment of its new Office of Interdis-" -
ciplinary Research, said that it has initiated a new research
program into social problems with an allocation of up to ~6
million.
Proposals are sought from universities, with cooperation
from industry and nonnrofit or~anizatlons. The program is
aimed at inte~ratin~ research of snecialists from different
areas of science who will ~Tork toward solving specific problems.
Scientific merit and long-range implications of the projects
will be the criteria used in evaluating proposals. The ~ounda­
tion states it will not suoport social-action nrovrams, wide-
snread application of tec~nological devices, or research that
would duplicate programs carried out by other federal afencies.
However, the NSF welcomes proposals of a broad scientific char-
acter that extend beyond the special areas of responsibility of
other agencies.
TENTATIVE REGULATIONS ISSUED FOR WAT~~ ~OLLUTION CONTRO~ QR~NT~
-'-~ ,,---- 'J _ - --.-t:'.-::.~,._,
Proposed regulations which would revise the pro~ram of
~rants for researCh, development, and demonstrations in water
pollution control have been pUblished by the Interior Department.
The revisions were made primarily to incorporate changes
in the program made by the 89th Congress. As stated in the
proposal, applications shall be in the form and manner pre-
scrihed by the Commissioner of the Federal I.Tater Pollution
Control Administration. P10re complete information may be
obtained by contactin~ Mr. Carl Chlounek, F.W.P.C.A. 225 North
Cotner, Lincoln, Nebr~ska 68505. .
RESEARCH ON PHOSPHATE-~REE DETERGENTS SOUGHT
A development and evaluation of formulations of heavy-duty
110usehold detergents which do not contain phosphates are sought.
The approaches planned include, but are not limited to:
(1) replacement of phosphates with other builders which will
perform the various functions of phosphates. (2) Replacement
of all or part of the currently used surfactants by surface-
active compounds which are not affected by hard water and have
chelating properties. All compounds considered must be nontoxic
and biodegradable. Qualifications shall consist of not more
than ten typewritten pages. Company brochures are not acceptable
and general information is of no value. Acknowledgement of
receipt of evaluation inwo., will not be given~ Only those
sources deemed most qualified for the specific requirement
under consideration will be invited to submit proposals when
and if request for proposals are issued. Closinr date for
submission of response is Feb. 5, 1970. An orifinal and two
copies of each response should be submitted to: Dept. of Interior
Federal Water Pollution Control Adm., Washinrton, D.C. 20242.
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LAND GRANT COLLEGES URGE EXPANSION OF FATER CENTERS
The National Association of State Universities and Land-
Grant Colle~es (NASULGC) has asked The Congress and The President
to bolster the present annual allotment of water research funds
from ~100,000 to $250,000. (Previously UCONR has recommended
similar action -- July 1969, Newsletter). In addition, the
Association recommends amendment of a Federal Act so that each
state center can expand its public information services.
The Association notes that under present levels of funding,
relevant research findin~s are not gettin~ into the ri~ht hands
soon enour;h.
GAO REVIEW OF POLLUTION CONTROL EFFORT
(From AI-IRA News Le t t e r , ~~ary Marsh" Editor)
The federal ~overnment's long and costly effort to clean
up the nation's rivers has heen hamnered by poor nlanning, inade-
quate funds, and unchecked industrial pollution~ So says a
report on the federal water nollution program by the General
Accounting Office. It further states that little or nothing
has been accomplished despite the expenditure of $5.4 billion
on waste treatment facilities since 1957, $1.2 billion of this
beinp federal money, and that present fundinr levels are in-
adeqllate to meet the problem of polluted rivers. The agency
recommends that before more money is spent a new basis for
awarding grants be developed, and calls for improved planning
involvinr systems analysis techniques to determine the require-
ments for controllin~ pollution in a particular area, the
alternatives available, and the estahlishment of priorities.
The report is based on a study of eight rivers throu~h the
country where federal, state, and local forces have been
battling pollution for some time. The rivers studied were
chosen because they were regarded as typical of the water
pollution problems throughout the country. They were the
Willamette River in Oregon, the Nashua and Ten Mile rivers in
Massachusetts, portions of the Mississippi and Pearl rivers in
the South, and the Saco River and Presque Isle Stream in Maine.
ADDITIONAL URBAN HATEr NEEDED
The Bureau of Reclamation recently pointed out that a
700-per cent increase in water supolies will be needed within
50 years for the municipal and industrial growth of the Nest.
Programs are already under way and beinv formulated to fill
this demand.
This information, based on fi~ures from the rureau of the
Census, the National Hater Resources Council, and the Bureau
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of Reclamation, indicates that the West will vrow much faster
than the rest of the Nation. Between 1965 and the year 2020 the
western population is exnected to increase about 200 per cent,
as compared to 150 per cent for the nation as a whole, and
about 125 per cent for the east.
Although these projected requirements are huge, there is
evidence that efficient use of technology and meaningful efforts
of the nation would result in meetinv the demand. Accordinv
to the report, the Bureau of Reclamation could more than
quintuple the municipal and industrial supplies included in its
projects from 543.2 billion r,allons in 1967, servinr, 13,700,000
people, to 2.8 trillion fallons supplyin~ the needs of 43,200,000
by the year 2020.
LISTING OF' FHPCA N'!JlRDS IN RESEARCH
Contracts totalinF $4,341,31g for research, development
and demonst rat ion act i vi ties of the ti'TTPCA vren t to:
--Older Construction Co., Duluth, Minnesota, ~52,700,
for construction of Lake vrat e r- supply system at FI'lPCA National
Water Quality Laboratory in Duluth.
--Older Construction Co., Duluth, Minnesota, $33,000 for
construction of emerp-ency electric power [!enerator at FlJPCA
National I'Tater ()uality Laboratory .in Duluth.
--Aerojet-General Corp., El Monte, Californta, $99,700,
to conduct indepth study of selected factors important to
recreational water quality, directed toward establishin~
a scientific basis necessary to formulate recreational
water quality criteria.
-_Weston and Stack Inc., West Chester, Pennsylvania,
$20,860, for sUbmersible, self-contained, automatic dissolved
oxygen and te~Derature monitors.
-·-E. I. duPont de i'Iemours B< Co., $13,720, to develop
trainin~ material for chemical onerators.
--Rocketdyne, a Division of ~orth American Rockwell Corp.,
Canoga Park, California, $42,170, for the development of a
chemical denitrification process.
--Sonics International Inc., Dallas, Texas $43,058, to
conduct a research program for the treatment of oil wastes
through emulsifying avents.
--Texas Hater 0uality Board, Austin, Texas $47,340, for
continuation of study and analysis services in connection with
Galveston Bay study.
--Electro ~ucleonics Inc., Fairfield, New Jersey,
$56,641, for an ultracentrifugal system to separate phvslcally
and quantify organic and inorganic constitutents from polluted
vra t e r .
--Arthur D. L1 tt Le Inc., Camhrid~e, ]\~assachusetts,
$81,712, for state-of-the-art study on chemjca1 pollution of
fresh water as a potential human health hazard.
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---Food and Dr-ug Research Laboratories Inc., ~1aspeth J
New York, $ 80,309, for a survey of the l-rater o ua l I ty require-
ments of the manufacturin7, processing, and water-consuming
industries.
--Tyco Laboratories Inc., Waltham, ~assachusetts, $55,412,
to determine the effect of the use of sodium silicate (water
glass) on refuse piles from coal mine operations and the abate-
ment of acid mine draina~e from such piles.
--South Tahoe Public Utility District, .south Tahoe, California
$12,500, to supply personnel, materials, facilities, and services
for program of nitrogen removal from waste water.
--Rocketdyne, a Division of ~orth American Rockwell Corp.,
Canoga Park, California, $62,200, to develop computer for cost
estimates of sludge incinerator.
--Rocketdyne, Division of ~orth American Rockwell Corp.,
CanoFa Park, California $10,520, for a study of the burnin~
characteristics of municinal waste.
---American Public '·forks Association, Chicago, Illinois,
$89,780, for study of causes and control of vround water infil-
tration into sewers.
-v-Har-o Id F. 1Use & Assoc., Hashinrton, D.C., ~41,350, for
study of effects of population and industrial trends on pollution
of estuaries.
--EG&G Inc., Boulder, Colorado, $13,03Q, to develop
criteria to determine weather modification in the vicinity
of cooling towers.
--Tracor Inc., Austin, Texas, ~34,473, for a state-of-
the-art report of simulation of pollution problems and controls
in estuaries.
--University of California, Santa Barbara, California,
~17,293, for a study of the abundance and comnosition of deep
and shallow water macroplankton and littoral fish populations in
and about the Santa Barbara channel.
--Fuller Co., Tucson, Arizona, $126,355, to develop powdered
activated carbon treatment of raw sewage and primary effluent
in slurry contactor-c1arifiers.
--O'Brien & Gere, Syracuse, New York, ~153,434, to study
effect of flow equalization on conventional waste treatment.
--The EI~CO CorD., Division of Envirtech, Salt Lake City,
Utah, $431,009, for a project on the physical-chemical treatment
of municipal waste.
---ARICO, Central Research Laboratories, r~urray Jlill,
New Jersey, $636,820, for the desi~n, construction, and oDeration
of pilot plant for treat~ent of secondary effluent with ozone.
---University of rUchir:an~Ann Ji.rbor, Hichi/rr:::Jn, ~g5,200,
for a study of the effects of copper on fish.
--lonics Inc., Watertown, Massachusetts, $60.294, for a
project to remove ammonia from sewa~e.
--Aerojet General CorD., PI Monte, California~ ~96,520, to
evaluate feasibility of detoxifvinp field-applied pesticides
by the use of chemical, hiolorical, or physical de~radation
processes, with the action delayed to allow for the desi~ned
pesticide action.
--Pacific Northwest Laboratories, Division of Battelle
Memorial Institute, Nashin~ton, ~184,600, for a demonstration
of a mohile pilot plant for ammonia removal from was t e "rater.
--University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, $54,865, to
define the relationships between water quality and evaporation
conditions. .
--Cyrus Rice and Co., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, $55,327,
to develop cost estimates of treatin~ inorganic chemical wastes.
--Automated Environmental Systems Inc., Hoodbury, New
York, $37,500, for automatic data acquisition system for
monitoring sea water.
--Tetra Tech Inc., Pasacena, California, $50,576, to in-
vestir:rate the effects of 1'raste heat d t s charge d from lar~e
nuclear power plants into lar~e bodies of water, and to establish
desi~n criteria for the Droper methods of dis DOsal so as to
eliminate or minimize the dama~in~ effects of thermal pollution.
--Littleton Pesearch and Fn~ineerinr Corp., Littleton,
Massachusetts, $29,668, to develop the basic desipn for a mech-
anical reaeration device that will increase the dissolved
oxygen content in quiet streams and ponds.
--Lawrence K. Cecil, Tucson, Arizona, ~13,500, for develop-
ment of biolo~ical removal of phosphates from waste water in
activated slUdge treatment plants.
--Quirk, Lawler and Matusky Engineers, New York, New York,
$22,065, to develop mathematical model describin~ cost and
performance for slud~e dewaterin~ by centrifupal separation.
--University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio, ~138,286,
to determine the capability of chlorine and certain of its
compounds to destroy viruses in waste water, renovated water
and in other waters.
--Quirk, Lawler & ~atusky ~nrineers, Me0 York, New York,
$385,000, to participate in a cooperative arreement with Techni-
comp Inc., for the design of waste treatment facilities hy
computer.
---Technicomp Inc., l:Test Hempstead, New York, $270,863,
to participate in a cooperative agreement with Quirk, Lawler
& Matusky Engineers for the design of waste treatment facilities
by computer.
--Geodyne, Division of FO&G International, Haltham, ~1ass­
achusetts, $45,000, to develop oceanographic data collection
system for coastal water pollution studies that will measure
current speed, current direction, temperature pressure and
conductivity.
--lIT Research Institute, Chicago, Illinois, ~9q,8q6,
for the develonment of a phosphate-free horne laundry detergent.
--University of California, La Jolla, California, $30,70g,
for stUdy of management and treatment of waterfowl trapped in
oil polluted water.
--Grumman Aircraft Engineerinr Corp., Bethpage, New York,
$36,000, to conduct a study to extract enzymes from activated
slud~es, attach them to a solid matrix and to test if these
immobilized enzymes will enhance the biological waste degrada-
tion processes.
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--Aeroject-General Corp.) El Monte, California, $35,551,
to perform feasibility analysis of incinerator systems for
restoration of oil contaminated heaches.
--EnGineering-Science Inc., 4rcadia, California, ~15,904,
for .a Dreliminary invest1~ation of requirements for petrochemical
and refinery waste treatment facilities.
--North Star Research and Development Institute, Minneapolis,
Minnesota, $70,165, to evaluate the use of ultra thin membranes
in the rever8e osmosis treatment or municinal wastes.
--neneral Mills Inc., Minneaoolis, Minnesota, $50,000, for
a feasibility study of liquid ion exchan~e in extractinp nhos-
nhates from secondary effluent.
--Gulf South ?esearch Institute, Baton Rouge, Louisi~na,
$57,704, to determine the minimum ratio of methyl alcohol to
nitrate-nitrogen for efficient biological denitrificatJon and
to determine the effect of temperature on both this ratio
and the rate of denitrification.
--American Public 110rks Assn., Chicago, Illinois, $27,236,
for study of computer control of sewage treatment facility.
--Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois,
$35,560, to determine feasibility of catalytically oxidizing
organic materials in 0aste water with ultrasonic energy.
--Midwest Research Institute, ~nsas City, Missouri,
$87,935, for advanced study of light-catalyzed chlorine oxidation
for large-scale treatment of waste water for destruction of
soluble organic materials.
Grants totaling $4,030,137 for general research, development,
and demonstration projects for water pollution prevention and
control were awarded to:
--Hestern Management Science Institute, University of Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles, CAlifornia, $39,609, for development of
mathematical models for desivn of re~ional water pollution
control systems.
--Syracuse University Research Institute, Syracuse, New
York, $25,665, for study of stream pollutjon carrying capacity.
--Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon, $19,237,
for stUdy to predict the effects on the marine environ~ent of
disposing Kraft pulp mill wastes in the ocean.
--University of Washin~ton, Seattle, ~ashin~ton, $37,850,
to study abatement of pollution from pulp mills through modi-
fication of fibers.
--University of California, Berkeley, California, $40,315,
to study direct removal of floatin~ blue-green and other nuisance
al~ae from natural bodies of water.
--University of California, Berkeley, California~ $42,860,
to study growth and production of al~ae in relation to environ-
mental factors.
--Institute of Marine Sciences, Universjty of Miami, Miami,
Florida, $48,867, for a study of the ecology of larval fishes
in southern Biscayne Bay.
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--University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, ~35,715, to
develop pilot scale advanced v!aste treatment system to renovate
secondary effluent from Denver's activated sludge treatment plant.
--University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio, ~52,905,
for a study of urban runoff into a combined sewage drainage
system.
--North Carolina State University, Baleigh, North Carolina,
$41,941, for a study of the role of animal waste in agricultural
runoff.
--Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina, ~30,007, for
a state-of-the-art study of textile waste treatment.
----University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, c!;24,887,
to develop method to evaluate the effects of nutrients in lakes.
--Coiumhia University, New York City, $28,816, for lahora-
tory studies of factors influencing the effectiveness of
dispersants which might be used for oil pollution control
purposes.
--Ohio State University Research Roundation, Columbus,
Ohio, $12,954, for state-of-the-art study of dairy plant wastes
and waste treatment systems.
--Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, $37,000, to
continue study for improved design and operation of pressure'
lines for carrying sanitary sewage.
--Kansas State University, ~anhattan, Kansas, $25,950,
for pilot plant demonstration of a lime-biological treatment
method for nhosphorus removal from waste water.
--Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado,
$29,449, to study the ecological impact of subtle changes in
the chemistry of natural waters.
--Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia,
t21,967, to determine cause of sludf~e direstion failure in the
presence of industrial wastes containinr several salts at
critical concentrations.
--HARP Institute, Madison, 1.-1isconsin, 122,770, to study
the carbon dioxide system nutrient needs of aquatic plants
and the inhihition of aquatic nlant growth by control of carbon
dioxide.
--Virginia Polytechnic Instj.tute, Blacksburg, Virginia,
$13,731, to study effects of toxicants upon fish movement patterns.
--Ore~on State University, Corvallis, Ore~on, $28,477,
to investi~Rte microbial activity in lake sediments to determine
the effect of this actjvity on eutrophication (aFing) of lakes.
--Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Vir~inia,
$20,643, to develop a rapid means of assessin~ the non-lethal
effects of toxicants upon fish.
--University College, London, England, $1,316, for project
on multilayer filtration.
--Texas A & M Research Foundation, College Station, Texas,
$31,637, to determine the toxicity of metals to cultures of
marine phytoplankton and to determine the effects of various
physical and chemical factors on metals toxicity.
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--University of Michi~an, Ann Arbor, Michi~an, t48,22l,
to study the role of silica in water Duality control.
--University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut, ~21,042,
to study role of organic matter in the ~ro~th of algae isolated
from Connecticut ~aters.
--Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey, $97,263,
for investigation of oxygen regeneration of polluted rivers.
--Department of Iron Range Resources and Rehabilitation,
State of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota, ~41,491, for study of
waste treatment using peat, and neat in combination vrith soil.
--Hestern l!Hshinr;ton State College, Bellingham, 1:Tashin~t0n,
$16,217, to study effects of pollutants from aluminum plant and
oil refinery on submarine plants.
--University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, Texas,
$48,937, to demonstrate effectiveness of biolorical, chemical
and nhysical processes for removal and disposal of phosphorus
from municipal waste water.
--Texas Christian University, Fort '.forth, Texas, ~26,433,
to stUdy effects of selected pollutants on certain game and
rough fish.
--Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon, ~88,375,
to determine relationship of temperature to diseases of salmoniod
fishes.
--University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut, ~80,577,
to develop methods for handlin~ wastes pumoed from septic tanks.
--Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvanja
$30,821, for a study of the cells of fish eXDosed to stream
pollutants.
~-University of Geor~ia, Athens, Georgia, ~27,988, to
develop new analytical methods to detect water pollution.
--Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, ~60,015,
for proj ect on Lmnr-ovLng vras t e wat e r- purification.
--MassRchusetts Insti tute of 'I'e chno Lopy , Cambridge, n1ass-
achusetts, $26,682, to prOVide methods of predicting water
quality when aquifers are used as storage areas for surface
waters or disposal of wastes.
--Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, $22,400, to study
effects of trace metal ions in the waters and sediments of Lake
GeorGe, New York.
--Univers i ty of 1Tashington, Seat t Le , Hashington, $~ 4, q 2 4,
for study of the oxidation of organic matter in the seabed of
Puget Sound.
--Syracuse University Research Institute, Syracuse, New
York, $19,205, to stUdy flow of sewa~e in pipelines.
--Texas Technolo~ical Colle~e, LUbhock, Texas, ~74,905,
to determine characteristics of wastes from southwestern feedlots,
to evaluate Haste control and removal techniques, and to develop
criteria for design and operation of feedlots to minimize water
pollution.
--Harvard University, Camhrid~e, Massachusetts, $25,667,
to stUdy effects of bacteria on acid mine drainare.
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--Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan, $49,904,
to develop closed system for mana~ement of livestock wastes.
--Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado, $38,000,
to evaluate potential water pollution from spent or burned oil
shale residues.
--Alabama A~ricultural and Mechanical Colle~e, Normal,
Alabama, $35,783, to study amounts of nitrogen and phosphorus
reachinf, streams as result of fertilizers apolied to row crops.
--Department of Water Resources, State of California,
Sacramento, California, $64,000, to determine practicability
of using an algal oroduction and harvesting treatment method to
remove nutrients from agricultural drainaf,e waters.
--Utah Division of Fish and Game, ~alt Lake City, Utah,
$10,928, to evaluate the effects of effluents from fish
hatcheries on water quality.
--Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, Illinois,
$18,536, for biological survey of streams in Coles County,
Illinois.
--University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada, $31,170, to
study role of sludge worms in promoting eutrophication (aging)
of lakes.
--Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio, $4,~72, to study certain
specific ion electrodes.
--New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New Mexico,
$28,511, to study effects of channel geometry on stream reaeration.
---Central State University, Hilberforce, Ohio, $10,102,
to study sublethal influence of pollutants ori fish metabolism.
--University of Maine, Oron6, Maine, $41,787, to study
effects of chemical ions on virus. .
-·-University of California, Davis, California, $12,105, to
develop a 0ujck test for measuring biode~radability of orfanic
wastes.
--Utah State University, Logan, Utah, ~34,460, to study
bacterial ahsorption on soils.
--Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia,
$73,642, to study strea~ reaeration capacity.
--Syracuse University, Syracuse, ~ew York, ~47,372, to
study operation of granular activated carbon process in waste
water treatment.
--Institute of Marine Sciences, University of Miami, Miami,
Florida, $115,116, to study effects of thermal pollution on
biota of Biscayne Bay.
--Texas A & ~~ Research Foundation, College Station, Texas,
$108,908, to study sublethal effects of pollution on fish.
--Harvard University, Cambridge, r~assachusetts, $20,021,
to study predation by the indi~enous marine microflora on those
microorganisms carried into sea in sewage.
--Woods Hole Oceano~raphic Institution, 1100ds Hole, Mass-
achusetts, $10,764, to develop new instrument for measuring
salinity of ocean.
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--University of Michi~an, Ann Arbor, Michi~an, $34,940,
to develop techniques for usinr internal reflection spectro-
scopy to detect and identify oils and tars in water.
--University of California, San Diego, California, $50,684,
to study nitrogen as controllin~ factor in eutrophication
(aging) in coastal waters.
--Soap and Detergent Assoc., ]\Te1., Yor-k , New York, 1148,494,
to determine the feasibility of removing phosnhorus in an
activated sludge treatment plant treating domestic waste water
through chemical precipitation with aluminum.
--Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina, ~8,249,
to study microbial slime films.
--University of ~~innesota, St. Paul, ~Unnesota, 1>34,400,
to develop system for detecting insecticides in water.
--Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, $45,840, to demon-
strate electrolysis measuring method for BOD.
--University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, ~35,938, to
demonstrate the existence of excessive removal of phosphorus
by the microor~anisms in activated sludge.
--Eastern New Mexico University, Portales, New Mexico,
$28,372, to study the rnirl~es occurrinp in polluted water.
---University of Miami, ~~iarni, Florida, 1152,702, to study
effects of pesticides on marine animals.
--North Carolina State Unjversity, Raleigh, North Carolina,
$30,176, to develon memhrane ultrafiltration for treatment of
was t e water.
--University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts,
$60,177, to find solutions for the handlinG of sludge.
--Franklin Institute Research Laboratories, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, $128,527, to study feasibility of collecting wastes
along Delaware River, transnortin~ these wastes to the Atlantic
Ocean and depositing them beyond t~e Continental ~helf.
---University of Pisconsin, ~1adison, Hisconsin, ~196,943,
to make in-depth s~udies of eutrophication (aging) of natural
"rater's.
·--Oklahoma Sta.te University, Stilhrater, Oklahoma, ~L17 ,008,
to determine the effectiveness of aerobic slud~e digestion as
a replacement for anaerobic sludge di~estion.
--Syracuse University, Syracuse, ~ew York, $21,184, to
develop system for rapid detection of water-borne viruses.
--Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon, $63,533, for
an oceanographic investigatjon of the inshore waters of the
North Pacific.
--Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, Florida, ~30,254,
to investigate organisms for nossible biological control of
aquatic vegetation.
--University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts,
$30,160, to study reverse osmosis treatment of waste water.
--Florida Ocean Sciences Institute Inc., Deerfield Beach,
Florida, $147,850, for a demonstration of the limitations and
effects of waste disnosal on an ocean shelf.
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--Alamo Area Council of Governments, San Antonio, Texas,
$44,898, to provide mathematical model of a -rat e r use basin
which ~Iill include water supply, treatment, use, reuse and
discharge, and ultimate disnosal factors likely to be in
general practice.
--Regional Science Research Institute, Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania, $38,000, to further develop rer,ional economic model
of water quality.
--University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
$16,770, to continue study of le~al and governmental aspects
of land use management for stream quality protection.
--Lake Herman Development, Madison, South Dakota, $15,000,
for stUdy on removal of silt from lake bottom.
--Oregon State University, Corvallis, Ore~on, $37,552,
for study on effects of watershed practices on streams.
--University of California, Davis, California, $q8,82l,
to extend the basic lirnnolo~ical study of Lake Tahoe.
--University of Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode Island,
$12,649, to study sensitivity of benthic microflora to poll11tinn.
--Indiana University Foundation, Bloomington, IndiAnR,
$22,430, to study effects of acid mine drainage pollution on
lake biology.
--University of Maine, Orono, Maine, $20,232, to study
induced air mixin~ of large bodies of polluted water.
--Winona State Colle~e, Winona, Minnesota, $10,170, to
study distribution of mayflies as a water quality index.
--City of Detroit Lakes, ~~innesota, ~17,800, for nr-o.l e c t
on control of nutrients in area's lakes.
--University of California, Irvine, California, ~25,485,
to stUdy effect of nhosphorus removal processes on algal growth.
--NeHark College of Eneineerinr:, Neuark , New Jersey,
$19,997, to continue stUdy on effects of fluid properties on
stream aeration.
--California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California,
~92~072, to investigate dispersion of contaminants in rivers,
reservoirs and lakes, ground water basins, estuaries and oceans.
--Missouri Basin Engineering Health Council, Cheyenne,
Wyomin~, $32,900, for international SYmposium and state-of-
the-art study on waste treatment la~oons.
--University of California, Berkeley, California, $48,636,
for project concernin~ improvement of filtration in waste
vra t e r treatment.
--Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado, $21,7 n4,
for p ject concernin~ eutrophication or asin~ of lakes.
--University of ~~innesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, $49,132,
for water pollution project in four Minnesota lakes.
--University of Detroit, Detroit, Hichir;an, $38,7(,6, to
stUdy hacteri8 of selActcd trihut<'lry streAms tynical of varyinp:
dep:rees of pollution.
Research, development, and demonstration grants totaling
$1,354,726, for advanced waste treatment or joint treatment
were awarded to:
--Green County, Ohio, $45,548, to demonstrate the increase
in solids and phosphorus removal by the addition of sodium
aluminate to the primary effluent at a small treatment facility.
--Dep8rtment of Sani tarv Fnrt Lne er-Lng , 1'!ashington, D, C, ,
$461,052, to design, construct and operate a slud~e treatment
pilot plant.
---Villape of Pewauke e , Hisconsin, $353,972, to demonstrate
effectiveness of the rotating biological disc method of treatin~
municipal wastes on a full scale community level.
--City of Riverview, Michigan, $494,154, to demonstrate
feasibility of phosnhorus removal from municipal waste water
by means of chemical precloltation.
A grant of $547,500, was awarded the City of Kenosha,
Wisconsin, to demonstrate an improved method for controllin~
wastes from combined storm and sanitary sewers. The project
consists of high rate bio1opical treatment of combined sewage
by the utilization of activated slud~e, clarification and
disinfection.
Research, development, and demonstration grants totaling
$946,079, for nevI or improved methods of oreventing or treating
industrial wastes were awarded to:
--Pennsylvania Department of Mines and Mineral Industries,
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, $45,884, to continue study of the use
of inert gas to eliminate acid polluti.on from abandoned deep
mines.
--Pennsylvania Department of Mines & Mineral Industries,
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, $74,536, for the development of the
limestone treatment of coal mine drainage.
---City of Cleveland, Ohio, 868,810, to develop a method
for the collection of spilled oil with the aid of foams.
--Farmers Chemical ~ssoc., Inc., Harrison, Tennessee,
~154,2l0, for a project demonstrating the removal of nitropenous
comnounds from fertilizer plant effluent usjnr: modified opera-
tions of conventional waste treatment systems.
--~innesota Pollution Control A~ency, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
$49,737, for 8 study of reverse osmosis in the treatment of
metal finishinr effluents.
--Fest Vir,r:inia University, ~~orp;antovm, Hest Virp;inia,
$156,328, for a stUdy to enable strip mine operators and soil
conservationists to eliminate serious water pollution from
mine spoil.
--I/estern Potato Service Inc., Grand Forks, Horth Dakota,
~396,57~, for full scale demonstration and evaluation at Presque
Isle, Maine, of dry and wet caustic peeling processes for potatoes.
East Campus -
Coordinators:
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INTERDISIPLINARY WATER RESOURCES SEMINAR
Spring Semester 1970
Room 110 Ap. Hall - 4 P.M. Monday
Don Edwards, TeleDhone 472-2824
Deon Axthelm, Telephone 472-2824
Warren Viessman, Jr., Telephone 472-3307
THE ECOLOGICAL, POLITICAL, SOCIOLOGICAL, LEGAL,
ECONOMIC, AND TECHNICAL IMPACT OF LARGE
SCALE 1..JATER RESOURCE DEVELOPMENTS
February 23 2)
r1arch 2 3)
r~arch 16 4)
~JTarch 23 5)
April 6 6)
April 13 7)
/February 2
~1arch 9
February 9
STATE WATER PLAN, Mr. James Owen, Chief of
Planning, Nebraska Soil & Water
Conservation
Ff:<;U!<:Rl\ r. 1tlA'rER RESOURCE PLANNING
1) National Water Commission, Mr. Ken /
Rowden, Staff Hydrolo~ist,
National Water Commission,
Hashin~ton, D.C.
2) Water Resource Council, Prof. Henry P.
Caulfield) Jr., Professor Politic~l
Science, Colorado State University
PLATTE RIVER PROJECT
1) The Proposed Project by the Corps of
Engineers, Mr. Charles Thomas,
Planning Section, U.S. Corps of
Engineers, Omaha, Nebraska
Technical Factors, Mr. Vince Dreeszen,
Director Conservation and Survey
Division, University of Nebraska
A Businessman's View
A Hatershed ~;1anager' s V'l e vr , ~1r. Hal
Schroeder, Manager, Salt Valley
1:latershed
Political Considerations, Dr. Bruce
Hinter, Professor of Political
Science, University of Nebraska
Ecological Considerations, Dr. Michael J.
Cowan, Assistant Professor of
Biology, Nebraska Wesleyan University
Sociological Impact, Professor Otto G.
Hoiberg, Head, Community Develop-
ment, Uni versi t v of Nebraska Exten--
sion Division
April 20
Anril 27
May 11
r!lay 18
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8) SDcto-Fconomic Panel Presentation,
Dr. Fo'rard H. Ottoson, Chairman,
Director of Ag. Experiment -
~,tat ion
Mr. Joe rJfurrav, Town r1ayor, Ithaca,
Nebraska
Dr. Maurice Raker, Associate Pro-
fessor Ag. Economics
Mr. Bill Bailey, Chief. Division of
Federal Aid, Nebraska Game and
Parks Commission
q) Technical Considerations, Panel Presenta-
tion,
Mr. Vince Dreeszen, Chairman,
Director,Conservation and
Survey Division, University of
Nebraska
Dr. ~~ark Hammer, As soc iate Pro -
fessor-of CiVil En~ineering
rlfr. Robert Live sey, U. S. Corps of
EnLineers, Omaha, Nebraska
Mr. Kenneth A. MacKichan, District
Chief, U.S. Geolopical Survey,
University of Nebraska
Mr. Keith Myers, State Conserva-
tionist, Soil Conservation
Service, Lincoln, Nebraska
10) Economic Impact and Considerations,
Dr. E.8. Wallace, Director of
Bureau of Business Research,
University of Nebraska
11) Lepal Considerations,
Drd Richard S. Harnsberger, Pro-
fessor of Law, -University
of Nebraska
rlfr. Ralph Fisher, Nebraska Soil
and Hater Conservation
Commission
12) Recreational Development
~'~r. lH11ard J. Barbee, Executive
~ecretary, Nebraska Game
and Parks Commission
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RESEARCH REVIEH
Project Title:
Principal Investirator:
Dates:
"Conjunctive Use of Ground and
Surface Haters;l
Dr. Richard Harnsberger
July 1969 to June 1971
The primary emphasis of this study will be on leval
alternatives for achievin~ efficient conjunctive use of ground
and surface waters in ~ebraska. This will necessitate makin~
a rather comnlete analysis, both in Nebraska and in other
states, of le~al-institutional-administrativestructures
throuvh which water is transferred between competing users and
uses.· The following specific matters will be studied: (a)
problems resulting from the !Jresent "dual system" of appropria-
tive and riparian ri~hts, (b) rishts of overlyinv. landowners
to percolatin~ waters that are tributary to a watercourse versus
vested rights in the stream itself, whether appropriative or
riparian, (c) what other states have done to reduce interferencps
between well owners and prior appropriators of surface water-
courses, ·(d) problems of providing water supnlies to towns and
cities and to industries outside the territorial limits of
municipalities, and (e) local districts and relationship to
stora~e, groundwater management, and integrated use of ground
and surface waters.
During the remainder of 1969, plans are to describe,
analyze and evaluate statutory, judicial and administrative
rules in Nebraska and in other states which affect water ri~hts
and to prepare a comparative analysis.
MEN PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED BY THE INSTITUTE
1) "An Activity Analysis of Nonstructural Ti'loodplain
r~a'nagement Alternatives," bv J.e. Day, University of Fisconsin,
1969.
2) "T'he e ffe ct of a Larp:e He servoir on Local Government
Revenue and Expenditure," by C.T. Bates, University of Kentucky,
1969.
3) "Patterns of Land Use Change Around a Larp-e Reservoir,"
by B.R. Prebhle, University of Kentucky, 1969.
4) "Phv t op Lank t.on Populations Ln Felation to Troohic
Levels of Lakes in Nel-'! Hampshire, U.S.A.," by G.K. Gruendlinr;
and A.e. Mathieson, University of ~re1.·r Harnns h Lr-e , June 1969.
5) "Hater Pricinq; Theory and Practice in Illinois,"
by H.H.H. Afifi and V.L. Bassie, University of Illinois, 1969.
6) Ii Annual Report, 1 g69 - New Hampshire"
n "Re s e ar-ch Reports Supported by Office of Hater Resources
Research Under the 1fater Resources Pesearch Act of 1964,!1 U. S.
Department of the Interior, July-December 1969.
8) !;Catalog of Information on 1.'!ater Data," Surface Hater
Stations, Edition 1968.
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9) "Big Blue River Basin, Hebraska, "rater and Related
Land Re s our-ce s ;" U.S. Denartment of An.:riculture, June 1967.
10) ItAlgae in Relation to Mine Pater,ll by H.D. Bennett,
Nest Virginia University, Decemher 1969.
11) It Annual Report, 1q69 - Nor t h Car oLtna "
12) "York County GroundNater 1!l i t hdr a 1tTa l Investigation, Ir
by D. Axthelm and I. Bozkurt, University of Nebraska, 1968.
13) "Jlspects of the Climatic Hater Balance Delmarva
Pe nLn s uLa ;" bv D.B. I\rjmgold_,.UniversitY of DeLaware , November
1969. '-
14) IICurrent Study on the Neuse River and Estuary of North
Ca.r-o Lt na ;" by l.r. J. "roods, Uni versi tv of North Carolina, December
1969.
15) "The Use of ,Stream Channels to Deliver Stored Hater:
The Possibility of Interference by Third I'ar t Le s ;" by D. R. Gill,
University of north CRrolina, IJecember lQflq.
16) "Catalog of Information on Pater Data, Index to Areal
Investigations and ~1iscellaneous Act a v i t t e s ;" Edition 1968
17) llInstruments for Measurinp: Attitude 'l'owar-d a Community
Hater Issue," by C.H. York, Georgia Institute of Technolor;y,
September 1969.
18) II A Study 0 f Flow Cond1 t ions I n Shaft 3pi llways , It
bv Y.G. Mussal1i and ~.R. Carstens, Georgia Institute of
Technology, September 1969.
19) "Annual Renort, 19(,0 - Resources for the Future, Inc. ll
20) "The Ec on orrdc and Enc'"ineerin:r Pe a.sLb LLl ty of a Unified
1'!ater System for Nor t he r-n 1'Tel'l Castle County, Delaware," hy
M.R. Brams, C. Chandler, and 4. Hilson, University of Delaware,
February 1969.
Newsletter items and inauiries should be sent to:
Dr. Warren Viessman, Jr., Director, N.W.R.R.I., 212 Agri-
cultural Engineering Building, East Campus, Lincoln, Nebraska.
